Preparing for tenure and
promotion
Advice from some survivors
Danielle Skaggs and Rachel McMullin, Associate Professors at West Chester University

West Chester’s Process
●
●
●
●

Same process as classroom faculty
5 year clock (technically)
Evaluated every year until you go up
Portfolio
○
○
○

Separate narratives on professional responsibilities, scholarship, and service
Lots of evidence
Uploaded into an online system

● Judged by departmental committee, department chair, dean, provost
(promotion only), and university T&P committee, with final decision by
president

Getting started
● Identify and read all relevant documents
○
○

Anything specific to the Tenure/Promotion policy and/or process
University and library mission statements/goals/strat plans

● Find a tenure/promotion mentor
● Start a habit of saving evidence
● Make yourself a timeline

Sample timeline

Organizing Your Evidence
●
●
●
●
●
●

Paper or Plastic PDF
Organize by evaluation area or year or theme
Add as you go*
Review at least once a year
What needs documentation?
Easier to have more now, weed later

*Thank you emails/student comments - yay or nay?

Make an initial plan
● List your evaluation categories
● Set goals for each
○
○

Any requirements/targets set by your institution
Numbers or specific projects

Example Initial Plan

Example Initial Plan (Reality)

Adjusting your plans
● Ratings that indicate improvement needs on evaluations
● Urge, Must, Need
● Less urgent seeming words:
○
○
○
○

Recommends
Encourage
Would like to see
Look forward to

Use Your Timeline

Balancing the parts
● Professional
● Scholarship
● Service

Professional
● Being strategic is key
Work to prioritize
● What your supervisor/director/dean tells you to do
● Work that can be tied to your library’s and/or university’s strategic plan
● Work that can lead to scholarship

Scholarship
●
●
●
●

Don’t tell yourself no
Get more than one product out of each idea/theme
Book chapter and special issue calls for proposals are our favorites
Figure out what works for you
○
○

Format
Time management

Service
● Don’t overdo your service
● Signature service contributions
● Service can also lead to scholarship!

Advice

No one can do outstanding work in all three areas at the same time.

Putting Together Your Application Materials
Look for tenure application workshops/example applications

Advice for Narratives/Written Bits
● Who is your audience?
○
○

Watch acronyms
Explain significance of journals/awards/committees

○
○
○
○

Showcase your strengths
Address weaknesses
Highlight your growth
Incorporate the language from your rank criteria if you can

● Select the strongest evidence
● Tell your story

Using Language from Criteria
● Policy: Associate Professors must show a tangible record of scholarship,
research, or other creative activity evidenced by steady growth and
productivity including scholarly, peer-reviewed products, and an
established presence within their discipline.
● My narrative: I also believe I have established a presence within my
discipline, since I was asked to serve as both a peer reviewer and an
external reviewer.

Questions?

How tenured/permanent colleagues can help
● Help make or check timelines
● Offer T&P mentoring. We have done everything from scholarship ideas,
CV tips to work-life balance.
● Help steer TT-ers to good service opportunities
● Look for chances to collaborate on scholarship– scholarship becomes less
scary if you have a partner!
● Culture of appreciation/thanks emails for evidence

